


July 29, 2011
Help !!

Help !! My name is Caroline XXXX !!
I'm from XXXXX XXXX in XXXXX please contact XXXXX
I wake up in this hideous room and I'm locked in it !
I can only use this blog to communicate !
So please help !

July 29, 2011
Censorship !!
Oh my god, all my informations have been censored …



July 30, 2011
Thanks,,,
Thanks for trying to help me.. I still don't know how all the things happened .
My mind is blurry when I think of it …

It happens again !

I wake up again, this time I find some foods and a phone...
But it seems I can only take some photos with it...



July 31, 2011
Can you read it ?

I wrote this with the pink lipstick I fund .
I hope you can read it !



July 31, 2011
My cell ...



The curtains are fixed…

And I have a bathroom …

More about my pink cell,,,
The doors are reinforced door...
For the computer, I'm not an expert but it seems to be a custom made OS who allow only access to this blog.
The magazines are from US and UK; they only have in common to talking about fashion and people ...



July 31, 2011
Contact

As you see I had a message from "them" ... they add : 
Don't do things you may regret...Assignments will follow.

What the hell I suppose to do ? !



August 1, 2011
Topless ?!
I had a new message !! They want I publish a topless picture ?! 
No way !

They or he or she ?! add a big mirror ... so I used it, it's the best I can do !

Thx for your advices, exercises help to pass the time ... 
But I still have the same clothes...and the dresser is empty...

And believe me or not, I'm locked in this tasteless room !

A poll ?!
A poll have been create, but I have no ideas about what !!!



August 3, 2011
Ok ...

Some of you talk about piercings ?! I only see there is a poll but not about what !

I hope this picture will be enough to satisfy "them" ...



And now ?
Satisfy ? Maybe it's not too late to stop this ...

For the ones who have doubts, I don't take any pleasure in this …



August 4, 2011 
Oh mon Dieu !
They did it ...I try to do my best to resist but I've been zap again …

They did something to my lips, it's awful...I don't want to show it ...
At least they left some fresh clothes…



August 4, 2011
...

So happy ?

I have to put some gloss  ... What could happen to me now …



August 5, 2011
Exercices !
I have never done so many workout in all my life .

Putting the gloss was an order, but I have to admit that it tastes really nice .



How I'm fed

Behind the door, there is another door ... I received a message and then I'm allowed to retrieve my food and 
also fresh towels and clothes (the same pink short/top) .

The food is good, and seems to be healthy .



August 6, 2011
Reading...

I 'm not a fan of women and people magazines ... But it helps to spend my times ... 
Some of there tips are really interested.

Despite my condition,  I'm never been in such great shape.
Some of you talk about lens, I'm going to learn more about it soon ... 



August 7, 2011
Lenses ...

It's always better than a piercing...So you choose the color…

Hope you like it …



August 10, 2011
Little try with Makeup
After all my reading, I have been suggested to try some of the tips

And here the result

Not so bad I think, is'nt it ?



Good Bye !
I enter in their game to gain their trust (cf my last posts)...I followed your advices and find a way to escape 
now !



August 11, 2011
Hello...

My name is Caroline XXXXX, I'm from XXXXX in XXXX and work as a XXXXX .

English isn't my first language, it's allow me to communicate to more people...

I'm only remember I was traveling in XXXX before I wake up in this  F**** Room !!

Yes, I'm still here , my plan failed !! Something stop me, but I don't have any memory of it...

I don't know why "they" are doing this to me !

It's even worse now... they have done my nails, I'm not used to type like this...



But it's nothing compare to this

I had breast surgery !!! Can you believe it ?!!
I think they give me implants...it's pretty painfull ...
I was instructed to leave one the post bra....I'm ok with that...

And it's not over, they don't want I run too fast so ...

They're locked…



August 12, 2011
Yes,,,
Yes, I admit it, it was really dumb to post a message just before my escape ...but I couldn't help myself...
Posting message for everything I do seem so natural...

Like when I receive those new clothes



August 13, 2011
Blond...

You choose it, here  the result

And they add new earrings (well sealed of course…)



August 14, 2011
Breast check

They feel better, but I have to keep wearing the post op bra .
Some you think they are too small ???!!! Are you kidding ?



August 16, 2011
Tanning

So this is me, before the tannings sessions .
I haven't see sun light for days, it could be as bad .



August 17, 2011
First results

I have done several sessions . It was my first time in a tanning booth .
It was relaxing; I even forget my condition .

I was also instruct to put a little sticker .



August 18, 2011
Smile !



August 19, 2011
Daily Things

I'm finally able to sport again, but I have to wear a sport bra.
And it's more and more easy to walk with those heels.

They began to show soap operas on tv . They are clearly not the brightest things I have ever seen .

But what the hell they want from me ? I want to have some answers !!



August 20, 2011
And here the answer !

"Only a bimbo can leave the room" here we are ... so you were right ...

And I have other gifts, they did something to my teeth they are whiter than ever.
They pierced my navel



And the worst ...it's not henna…

I have to think to all of this now …



August 21, 2011
Bimbos...

For me, a bimbo is a woman who is not attractive enough to be a model, 
not intelligent enough to be an actress, 
and not nice enough to be a poisonous snake.

So what's your definition of a bimbo ?



August 23, 2011
Hot ?

So first, thanks all for your answers ! It was really instructive !
But each one of you had his own bimbo definition .
I don't know their definition; but if I'm working on things  you said to me, it could speed up my "release" .
By doing these, I will enter in their "game" ... it could improve my condition ... oh merde... I don't know ...

I always been a shy girl and not very comfortable with my body. So I think despite "my better body", ( I admit
it) I have to work on my sex appeal, does' it ?

Ps :I wore glasses today, I had little problems with my lenses



August 25, 2011
Cleavage !
A new add to my wardrobe !

Not as big as you wanted, but you can't deny I make some effort !



August 27, 2011
theperfectboobs.net

Hi guys,

I'm allowed to visit this forum http://theperfectboobs.net/ , it's featuring lot of implanted girls. 
When I see girls like Tara Babcock or Laura Vinicombe, I think can learn from them.



August 27, 2011
The other side

Hi guys !

Some of you maybe tired of my face, so here we are ;)



August 28, 2011
Lollipops !

Hi guys, it's me Caroline,

Some cc's have been had to my lips, I'm not sure of the result...but they leave me some lollipops !
I was missing candies !



August 29, 2011
Messed up eyebrow...

Hi guys ...

I wanted to do something better with my eyebrows, but I completely messed up...
But they won't leave me like that !

I can make polls ! So I need your advices . 
I can choose to have my eyebrows tattooed or transplanted.
And for their shapes, they gave me this :

What would suit me
 the best ??

I count on you ;)



September 2, 2011
The art of teasing



September 4, 2011
And now ?

Hi guys !

As you can see not only my eyebrows as been done .
My little wrinkles have vanished so I had botox or something like that.
And my breasts are bigger.

Do you like that ?

Thx very much to the people who gave me kind comments !

Kisses to them !



September 5, 2011
Disturbed

Hi guys,

I'm still Caroline despite what you see !
But when I see myself in the mirror, I'm really disturbed . I don't do know if I love what I see or hate it...
On http://theperfectboobs.net/ , I begin to compare myself to the other girls... 



September 8, 2011
Caroline...

Hi guys,

I find this picture on the phone, I'd changed so much ... 
It was the real Caroline... I let myself go all those years ...

So you are right maybe I could use a nickname .
Cherry is ok but I want a sexier version of Caroline like :

K-ro ; K@ro ; Carolina ; Line ; Lina ; Leena

What do you think of ? 

xoxo



September 9, 2011
Kari !

Hi guys !!

I love Kari so much ! It's exactly what I wanted; kisses to Anonymous3 !

I did my best to have the same pose of the other picture, you could easily see my progress !

It seems something is coming, I heard lot of noise behind the door...I'm anxious by that despite my smile ...

xoxo

Kari



September 10, 2011
New addition

Hi guys,

I think they heard you, they give me a sex toy, but not only one ...
Look at that !
When I was sleeping, they bring those dildos, shoes and this strange mannequin 

I'm sure to have more informations about all of this soon
xoxo
Kari



September 11, 2011
The mannequin

Hi guys !!

When it was time to retrieve my diner, the mannequin turn on !! 

So I take it ...



And rub it as a real one ... I'm not really an experiment girl ... 
it was weird, it warmed, hardened and grew ... as a real one ...

The expression changed !



So I continued and speed-up  !

And after several minutes of this, the door opened ! And I could finally take my food !
I had to repeat it , each time, it seems more difficult to satisfy  ...
Maybe you can give me tips for hand job ?

xoxo
Kari



September 14, 2011
Little Confession

Hi guys,

A little aroused by preparing myself, I began to explore the little sex toys collections...
With lubricant help...of course ...
It's not the first time I use a dildo...
But the first time, I forget my condition  ...

Also they have a vibration mode but it's turn on only in front the mirror or the mannequin.

Sorry to say but I keep the mannequin satisfied with my hands ! Maybe my skills are better !

What do you think of a facial piercing ? I made some polls

xoxo
Kari



September 15, 2011
Cute !

Hi guys !

Despite what I read, I find myself really cute in this outfit ;p

For the piercing, I want something sexy but not in a gothic style !!

xoxo

Kari



September 16, 2011
Mess

Hi guys...

I followed  your advice about using my mouth ... I had a little surprise... ;( 
I will be more careful next time :p

In the middle of this mess, you can see my nose stud ^^ It's heart shape, exactly what I looking for !

Thx you for your votes !!!

xoxo

Kari



September 20, 2011
Striptease 4 U

Hi guys !!

You wanted to see more this sexy dress so take a look :p



I try something different for my hairs ;) sexy isn't it ? 
(but I think of something with bangs ^^)



It's my 1st nude *blushing* 

I'm made those pictures while I was dancing on Club music ! 

I made other of me working on my "man" but it's for later ;)) 
FYI he tastes just like my lollipops :o

I hope you like it :))

oxoxo

Kari <3



September 21, 2011
At work
Hi guys !!

As promised :p

Like my lollipops , it
tastes so nice !! 
This flavor was
unknown to me :o

oxoxo

Kari <3



September 22, 2011
Ta Daa !

Hia !!

Kari here, all here ;)

I'm gonna shave my pussy for you, it makes me feel naughty :>

Thx you so much for all your comments, kisses !!

oxoxo

Kari <3



September 25, 2011
Done !

Kari here !

Smooth as a baby !!
It was so exciting to
doing ...

I read a lot of
comments about my
butt, is he really so
flat ?? 

oxoxo

Kari <3



September 26, 2011
Banged !

Kari here !

I've been banged lol
I waked up with this haircut, it's exactly what I had in mind ^^
Kissies for your votes !

I love my make up, I become quite good in it :p

For my bum, I read things about Brazilian Butt lift and fat injections .
It could be nice :)

oxoxo

Kari <3



September 28, 2011
Feeling the beat

Kari here !

This last day, my room is transformed in a real club during some hours !!
I can't stop dancing... it's feeling so natural with my now toned and flexible body...
I love this :o and even more when I see myself *confused*

In your comment, some of you speak about trashy things for me :( 
but if I have to be a bimbo I want to be at least a sweet one !!

They ask me to tell you that if you want to send me clothes, you have to use their money found .

oxoxo

Kari <3



October 1, 2011
Playing...

Kari here !

Sorry for lack of update I was quite busy as you can see ;>

After each 
dance sessions , 
I was so hot...

Want to see more ??

oxoxo

Kari <3



October 2, 2011
...with myself

Kari here :>

And now totally
revealed for you !!
OMg dancing ,
make me 
so howt ...

oxoxo

Kari



October 5, 2011
Need support !!! :(

Hi guys...

I had the Brazilian butt things ... it's very painful :(((

I had to wear this
awful panty and
can't stay sit very
long,  even with a
cushion :(

It's stinging even
more on my pussy...
and can't see what
had been done ....

oxoxo

Kari ;(



October 7, 2011
Little update :p

Kari here !

I wanted to tell u I feel better :)
Hope you like what you see ;)

More to come

oxoxo
Kari <3



October 9, 2011
Holes :p

Kari here !

I like thoses clothes so muchh !



And here why it was stinging :o

My vagina is more puffy than ever and more sensitive :o

oxoxo

Kari <3



October 11, 2011
Surprise !

Kari here !

I was sooo existed by the nipple ring's ideas !

I couldn't wait the end of the poll :p so I beg them ... I love the result *blush*

Tattoos ?? But what without being trashy ??

I'm cute thing you know !

oxoxo

Kari <3



October 15, 2011
^_^

Kari still here ;)

I was pretty occupy you know...The ring constantly rubbing my little clitty...

The dick of my pink friend is bigger than ever... when I play with it :o !!
So I had an idea >_< !

So I used the little sofa :p Yeah !



And action :D Doggy style ! 

oxoxo

Kari <3



October 18, 2011
A new pink friend !

Kari the boring :( girl here

I do my best to leave my pinky room :( you know...

I have a new pink friend but he doesn't work ..

oxoxo

Kari



October 20, 2011
Dancing for him

KARI HERE :pp

OMG !!
I was waiting for my
music :((  
...but my new man
turns on when I touch
the pole !

So I began to dance...

His cock grow as
I was moving.…
I was so hawt



I couldn't resit to take little good time with him :p

oxoxo

Kari <3



October 23, 2011
fatigued...

Kari here ! Do her best to go out !

Oh gawd, I'm exhausted...my tummy is full...of you know what *blush*
I played too much with my titties and pussy they're on fire ...

oxoxo

Kari <3



October 25, 2011
ohOoh !!!

Kari here !

My battery r full again  !! Look at this !!! Youhou !
I watch pole dance dvds , it's soo easyy ! Can u belive it !!

oxoxo

Kari <3



October 26, 2011
Tattoo :o

Kari here ;)

Tattoo tattoo tattoo

Lot of you speak of tattoo 
I m ready for some upgrade :>

But better than a poll show me tattoo designs you like !!

For this they told me to give a link to a design like this :
http://www.tattoos-pictures-ideas.com/ideas-for-tattoo&action=full_text&id=1516 
not something already tattooed on a body like this :
http://tattoosgallery.bloguez.com/tattoosgallery/tags,Sexy-Heart-Tattoos,p,1.html

I will choose my fav ! Don't forget I'm a sweet thing !
oxoxo

Kari <3



October 31, 2011
still here !

Kari here !

I'm working  on my look those days, it's very hard, u know ! I want to be purfect !

I'm not pleased .... I wanted to have more choice for my tattoos...

oxoxo

Kari <3



November 3, 2011
Full time job !

Kari Here :p

Being beautifull
for u is 
a full time job lol !
I spend hours for
preparing myself, 
u know !

First I have to
make my skin
fawless !

So foundation !!
And I put my
lens :p



My new nails 
are so cute, 
aren't they ?

Pink and white 
Eye shadows :3

So much fun ^^

Black and white
for outlining
my eyes !

lot of mascara :p

And Pink blush



Pink lipstick and
GLOSS !!!

And my hair !!!
New style !!

DONE !!!

LOOK AT ME !!
why should I
resist ?

I'm so sexy its
make me hawt
just by looking
me !!



I hope u see my boobies have been filled ;))

Thx so much for the tattoos !! I like the wings but still open for other ideas .

oxoxo

Kari <3   biggest post ever :o



November 6, 2011
Photo Shoot !!

Kari here !
kisses for your comments!!

A new guy is 
with me :o



So I choose to have fun ^^

I look so hawt :o 



I'm sure I make u hard as my pink friend ;)



oxoxo

Kari <3



November 9, 2011
Flying Angel

Angel Kari here lol

hawt ? Kissies 4 ur ideas !!

hey i know i have to leave my pink men !!
The more i make u hard or wet the suuner i ll be out !

oxoxo

Kari O:-)



November 12, 2011
nose ?

Kari here ...

i read comment about my nose ?

do you like it  or not ? I made a poll

oxoxo

Kari <3



November 18, 2011
Last pic...

Kari speaking !

its  the last pic  ....................................... lol  



Of my old nose !!

OMG !! I can't wait to see my doll face !!!!!

oxoxo

KaRi <3



November 21, 2011
new style !

kari speaking !!

Do u like it ? I still
little painful but..

I love it...I look like a
real doll



Look at my dress lol , i feel so wild

Meow ;p

I use lot of hair spray for my hair  !
I could make my pink men cum just by looking at me lol and some u ;)

oxoxo
KaRi <33333



November 22, 2011
Really ?

Kari speaking !

Really ??? Really ???



kisses to all the drag queens sisters !

oxoxo

Kari <3333



November 28, 2011
Used

Kari speaking !

Lol as u can see i had  fun ! Cum is so yummy ^^



oxoxo

Kari <3333



November 30, 2011
Threesome !

Kari speaking !

1 more cock with me ;)

i use my web cam for the picture, my hands were used lol !!

 want a cummy kiss ?

oxoxo

KaRi <3333333333



December 6, 2011
Free soon ?

KaRi speaking !!

OMG I had a message :

Last Test :
sharing what u have learned 

Not sure what it means

But I can't wait !

oxoxo

KaRi♥♥♥♥



December 10, 2011
sleeping beauty :o

OMG

Look what I fund on my bed :o



December 11, 2011
Awake !

OMG

She awakes :o
She's so afraid...

I try to talk to her…
her name is Jennifer



December 11, 2011
everything gonna be ok

kari here

As u said i try to comfort Jennifer, tell her my story ...and ill 
take care of her
Tell her everything gonna be ok

I speak about u ... i'm sure she will post

oxoxo

Kari ♥♥♥♥



December 13, 2011
Hello....................................HELP !!

I'm Jennifer XXXXXX  , from XXXXX in XXXXX
please from what Kari told me you're the only links with the world, so help us !!
I don't know why I'm here, my mind is very blurry...

Kari seems to be here for several months, I can't believe it !
She talk about "they" but who the hell are they ?!

Kari is kind but ..she said she was like me at first but look at her ...
she spend lot of her time to play with the PINK men can you believe it....or with herself ...
She say it's ok , their "cum" taste really good ?!!
When I see her "play" , I see a girl in a porn movie...

So, omg,  where I am ???



December 19, 2011
boring

Kari here
Jennifer is sweet  but she spend her days to complain :(
I asked her to help me with the pinks men...but she didn't ...



She said its not her thing...

Her boyfriend left her just before being here .
Maybe I know why !!!

So Kari gonna take care of Jennifer ^^

oxoxo
KaRi ♥♥♥♥



December 27, 2011
coaching :p

Kari speaking !!

As u said i had to take care
of jennifer !

So i cheered her to
exercises with me ^^

she talk to me  about her
life and her painful
splitting 
...it was her first
boyfriend :o

i know 
what Kari
has to do now
;p

oxoxo

KaRi♥♥♥♥ 



December 29, 2011
sunny !

kari here

Uv can't be bad cuse 
we don't see the sun
lol

i begin to annoy
Jenn with my
camera  :p 

oxoxo

Kari♥♥♥♥



Kari
January 2, 2012

Re...

Hello ...

I didn't write because some comments clearly scared me...

I always been reserved; but it's easy to talk to Kari about personal things despite what you see; She's a good 
listener and a sweet girl .

And she's right ; doing sports / exercises help to pass the time .
I'm really surprise by my tan, my skin used to turn red.

I begin to lose my sense of time...

Kari want to try things on me…



January 4, 2012
Here we go !! ;p
Kari'S sKills in Action !

Black hair dye :p



Nails ExTensions
I learned so Much with YouTube   ^^



Eyesbrows ShaDing and ShaPing 

 



Makeup !!! with a MarVellous Lip PlumPer !



HaIrStyLe !!



HairStyle again but she
wanted to do it herself ^^
(a bit reluctant :D )

Heels for BeGinners ;p



Hmmm SeXy ,,, fake navel ring 



ConFused ? :D 

She said she looks too provocative lol

Then I put Jennifer in front the pink cameraman !!



During several minutes, she seemed to like taking the pose :o



What do you think ?
Oxoxo
kaRi



January 13, 2012
Party !

Hya guys ! kari speaking !

we have a real little party,
yeah ! Jenni finally danced
with me ^^

and after few drinks

face to face with one of our
roomate ;)

oxoxo
KaRi 



January 16, 2012
WTH ?!

What the hell is happening to me ?!



January 17, 2012
alone

Kari speaking

i wakeup alone today

they said they take care of jenni, 

I miss her 

do u like my hairstyle ? :o

oxoxo

KaRi♥♥♥♥ 



January 21, 2012
Back !

OMG shes back !!



January 22, 2012
awakening

kari here !

jenni asked what
happened to her

i say her 
to not worry !





she was shocked by her new titties and bum



and beautiful puffy lips .... i try to recomfort but,,,
omg i could help myself ,,,,

i gave her a big cummy kiss...i was playing with my men just 
before her awakening



oxoxo

kaRi♥♥♥♥ 



January 28, 2012
Jennifer ?

kari speaking

jenni finally able to
loose her post suit
im not sure if she like
what they done 

shes a little more
aggressive :o



She looks so lovely <3



oxoxo

KaRi



February 9, 2012
WTF !!!

What the FUCK they had done to me!!
I'm so confused...I feel something growing in me…



February 10, 2012
sun burn

kari speaking !

Jenni spend lot of time in the tan bed
i said it maybe not good for her skin, aging things :(
but she didn't listen me ...

oxoxo

kari♥♥♥♥ 



February 18, 2012
VS

hiya !! Kari here !

I find a old pic of jenn :o



What do u thinkk ?

oxoxo
Kari ♥♥♥♥



February 19, 2012
new tools

Kari Love again 

I received a toolbox :o

I couldn't resist to try it  ! 

After tries on a rubber thing
and vidoes, i try on me :p

I'm graphic designer u know !

SO CUTE !!!

oxoxo

KaRi♥♥♥♥



February 25, 2012
caught her

Hiya Kari here !!

look i caught jenn in front the mirror, look her face !

im little sad the hearts on her hips are gone 

oxoxo

KaRi ♥♥♥♥



February 26, 2012
dancing hottie

hiya  !! kari here !!

OMG !! so hot !! she danced for me :p



oxoxo

kaRi ♥♥♥♥



February 27, 2012
Hey !

So what ?

You still here watching us !
Why ?
You just want to see me showing my breasts or more ?
Or sucking a pink guy ?

Maybe you think I'm not capable of ?



February 27, 2012
:D

LOL :DDD

oxoxo

KaRi ♥♥♥♥ 



February 29, 2012
tattooed

OMG I can't believe it

jenni's sleep is SO DEEP :o 
i move her nothing, pinched her nothing !!

i missed the stars on her hips 
i wanted to do something !



i learn so much with
videos u know !

its wild as her 

fake piercing sucks ;p
lol but still sleeping



March 1, 2012
^-^

oh my gosh! lot of things happen ! but busy for the moment !

oxoxo

kaRi♥♥♥♥



March 6, 2012
waky waky

orgasmed waky waky   :pppp

hya Jenn ;p



March 11, 2012
ta-da !

 





she wanted more !!

oxoxo
KaRi ♥♥♥♥



March 11, 2012
getting ready !



Oxoxo

KaRi ♥♥♥♥



March 13, 2012
Fur 



oxoxo

KaRi♥♥♥♥ 



March 15, 2012
And like this ?



oxoxo
KaRi ♥♥♥♥



March 18, 2012
teeheehee

Me and Jenn 
So cute ^^



 

shutdown



May 18, 2012
,,,



May 19, 2012
Hello ?

Can you see me ? Is it working again ?



June 11, 2012
My hair !

The computer is running again !
I think my captor have some problem to deal...

I have no news from Kari .
I'm alone for months....so Between Two Sets Of Exercise, I suck or I fuck the pink guys to
have my proteins !
MMhmm I fucking love them !

Can you believe it they cut my hair !! 



June 20, 2012
omg

omg I just realized that I look like my mother ... shes in a 40s...
I don't know what have been done to my throat but my voice sounds hoarse …



June 23, 2012
And now ?

What do you think ?



Cheers !



June 26, 2012
And that





July 2, 2012
Hmmm

So you like it ?



July 4, 2012
Comments

Your comments make me hot....but you're horny too, aren't you ?



July 11, 2012
Botoxed

Hey guys ! I'm smooth !



July 23, 2012
Exercices

I feel so energy full !!





July 29, 2012
Voice...

I haven't tell you... but I had a very high voice and apparently sounded like a twelve-
year-old on the phone...Which is bad...
But now I sound more deep and husky.…



July 31, 2012
Deep...

And it's not all, i can take this pink dick
without gag reflex



August 2, 2012
little confession

You know, boys, but since several weeks...on each post...
I had my little best friend down there...and I love it…



August 15, 2012
Fresh meat !!



August 15, 2012
young studs

Only young studs can give me what I want





August 18, 2012
recovery

I'm pretty stoned for the moment



August 27, 2012
Back at business

but still bruised



Wanna cum on them ?

My no-more "tight" pussy is begging for what you know



September 2, 2012
Jenna

I look more like a Jenna now





<3 <3 <3



September 4, 2012
To the haters

I know what i really am



September 14, 2012
Balls

Don't forget them !



September 20, 2012



September 21, 2012



September 30, 2012
Kari !

OMG

i'm so fucking excited !!
Kari should be back to see me and more !!!



October 12, 2012
Me Myself and i

Because we're worth it



October 13, 2012
Hia !



Kari here ! ♥♥♥♥

oxoxoxo



October 14, 2012
oxoxo



Be jealous



October 15, 2012 
Licki



October 17, 2012
Speechless ??



December 17, 2012
Free !!!!!



♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

Hya !!!!

Get ready for welcoming our boobies !!

Kari & Jenna

♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

ps : don't be worry, we have all the money we need ♥♥♥♥


